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1. Introduction. Let (t, x)--(t,..., t, x,..., x) be the coordinates
of C+ and let D(r, p) be an unbounded domian ia C+ defined by

D(r, p)" ={(t, x) e C+’v [tier, [XXn+], [tx+l, [XIp, (i:/:n/l)}
where lal’=max{[al, ..., [a]} or a= (a, ..., a) e C. The projection
image to D(r, p) to the t-space is a polydisk with center 0, which we denote
by z/(r)"={t e C ]tier}. The domain D(r, p) is a neighbourhood of (0, 0).

Consider a completely integrable Hamiltoniaa system of the form"

( 0 I) X_i_N(1) tOx=JH, J=
--I 0

with Hamiltonians H’,..., H holomorphic in D(r, p), where O=O/Ott and
H’=(H,,...,H) is the gradient vector of H in x. The system (1) is
said to have a singularity of regular type along a hyperplane S {t e (r)
t=0}, if H/t (2<i<N) are holomorphic in D(r, ) and if H does not have
t as a factor.

The purpose of this note is to obtain a reduction theorem for the
system (1)with a singularity of regular type along S (Theorem 1). This
result will be applied to. the Hamiltonian system ( (see 2) which is a
generalization of the sixth Painlev system [7] to a system of partial
differential equations obtained by a monodromy preserving deformation.

We say that a symplectic transformation " (t, x)-(t, X) is #-symplectic
if is holomorphic on D(r, p) and if D(r’, p’)(D(r, p)) for some positive
r’ and p’.

We define a class of Hamiltonians studied in this note. Consider a
Hamiltonian system (1) with a Hamiltonian H=(H’, ..., H). We expand
H in x as

H(t, x) 1 xHx(t, O) x+ h.(t) x" ’ +H(t, O) x+- +,++o
la +el +en + ll >3

for l<i<.N, where H denotes the Hessian of H with respect to x and

We assume the ollowing four conditions"
(A-l) H1, H/t, ..., H/t are bounded holomorphic functions in D(r, p).
(A-2) H satisfies
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